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Often students study for tests and exams very inefficiently as they try to learn all their notes and 
course material, regardless of the nature of the exam and time allowed. Not only is this 
memorization very difficult to do, but students commonly lose marks, especially in essay/short 
answer questions, for regurgitating what they have learned without shaping the material to the 
question.  
 
You need to select the information that really matters and structure it appropriately, that is, in ways 
that help you remember what you need to know and enable you to answer questions most 
effectively. 
 
Key factors: selecting what you need to learn knowing how you learn best. If you are not sure 
how you learn best, try the following very simple test. 
 
Checking your learning style 
 
Tick no more than 3 options for each question, then add up the number of Vs, As etc. to work out 
your preferred learning style(s). 
 
1) Someone asks you for directions to a place. Would you prefer to: 
 V - draw a map on paper 
 A - explain verbally 
 K - take them yourself 
 R - write down instructions 
 
2) You are going to cook something special for a visitor. Would you: 
 V – look at the pictures in a cookbook for ideas 
 A – ask someone for a good recipe 

K – cook something familiar from memory 
 R – look up a recipe 
 
3) You are going to buy a new stereo. Apart from price, what would most influence your decision? 
 V – it looks good 
 A – a friend has told you all about it 
 K – listening to it 
 R – reading about it 
 
4) You are about to learn a new board game. Would you rather 
 V – follow pictures, diagrams, charts 
 A – have someone explain it to you 
 K – get on with playing it 
 R – follow written instructions 
 
5) You are not sure how to spell a word. Are you more likely to 
 V- see it in your mind to check how it looks 
 A- sound it out 
 K- write it out to check how it looks 
 R- look it up in the dictionary 



6) Waiting for a bus, are you most likely to 
 V – watch people or the scenery 
 A – talk to people 
 K – fidget, walk around 
 R – read the timetable, ads, anything available 
 
7) To show sympathy, are you most likely to 
 V –send a card 
 A – telephone 
 K – visit the person 
 R – write a note 
      
Total V:    V = visual i.e. seeing  Your learning style: 1.                 
Total A:    A = aural i.e. hearing          2.  
Total K:    K = kinaesthetic i.e. doing                     3. 
Total R:    R = reading/writing          4. 
 
 
Using different learning styles to memorize 

 
Visual Learning (seeing) 

 
Aural learning (hearing) 

Underlining Record on tape 
Highlighting Associate with specific music 

Symbols Make up jingles with key words 
Flow charts Teach someone 

Pictures Give a speech 
Flash cards Link to jokes, puns etc 

Visualization of sequence e.g. 
points on journey, movie frames 

Read aloud 

Lay out in different colours  
  

Kinesthetic learning (doing) 
 

Reading and writing 

Move as you learn (walk, jog etc.) Headings and lists 
Dramatize material Summaries 

Role play Rewording 
Think of real life examples Writing plans* (see below) 

Collect relevant objects to link 
to points 

Mindmaps 

Visits and field trips Mnemonics e.g. turning initial 
letter of each point into a word 

Associate points with different 
smell/taste/touch 

Stick post-its with key points 
where you will see them regularly 

 
 

Essay exams and revision by writing plans 
 
For each revision topic gather a range of old questions and work on them up to the writing plan 
stage, so you have 

• a clear one sentence argument (answer to the question)  
• a list of key points in the right order, each with supporting evidence. 

 
You will then be approaching the topic from a number of perspectives, selecting material and 
thinking about it. By the end of this process you will already have learned much of what you need 
simply by working with it, though there will still be things you need to learn by heart e.g. definitions.  
 
NB There is no point in preparing to write 1500 word essays if you will have time to write only 600 
words. 


